In allosteric proteins, binding a ligand can affect function at a distant location, for example by changing the binding affinity of a substrate at the active site. The induced fit and population shift models, which differ by the assumed number of stable configurations, explain such cooperative binding from a thermodynamic viewpoint. Yet, understanding what mechanical principles constrain these models remains a challenge. Here we provide an empirical study on 34 proteins supporting the idea that allosteric conformational change generally occurs along a soft elastic mode presenting extended regions of high shear. We argue, based on a detailed analysis of how the energy profile along such a mode depends on binding, that in the induced fit scenario there is an optimal stiffness k * a ∼ 1/N for cooperative binding, where N is the number of residues involved in the allosteric response. We find that the population shift scenario is more robust to mutation affecting stiffness, as binding becomes more and more cooperative with stiffness up to the same characteristic value k * a , beyond which cooperativity saturates instead of decaying. We confirm numerically these findings in a non-linear mechanical model. Dynamical considerations suggest that a stiffness of order k * a is favorable in that scenario as well, supporting that for proper function proteins must evolve a functional elastic mode that is softer as their size increases. In consistency with this view, we find a significant anticorrelation between the stiffness of the allosteric response and protein size in our data set.
In allosteric proteins, binding a ligand can affect function at a distant location, for example by changing the binding affinity of a substrate at the active site. The induced fit and population shift models, which differ by the assumed number of stable configurations, explain such cooperative binding from a thermodynamic viewpoint. Yet, understanding what mechanical principles constrain these models remains a challenge. Here we provide an empirical study on 34 proteins supporting the idea that allosteric conformational change generally occurs along a soft elastic mode presenting extended regions of high shear. We argue, based on a detailed analysis of how the energy profile along such a mode depends on binding, that in the induced fit scenario there is an optimal stiffness k * a ∼ 1/N for cooperative binding, where N is the number of residues involved in the allosteric response. We find that the population shift scenario is more robust to mutation affecting stiffness, as binding becomes more and more cooperative with stiffness up to the same characteristic value k * a , beyond which cooperativity saturates instead of decaying. We confirm numerically these findings in a non-linear mechanical model. Dynamical considerations suggest that a stiffness of order k * a is favorable in that scenario as well, supporting that for proper function proteins must evolve a functional elastic mode that is softer as their size increases. In consistency with this view, we find a significant anticorrelation between the stiffness of the allosteric response and protein size in our data set.
Many proteins are allosteric: binding a ligand at one or several allosteric sites can regulate function at a distant site, a long-range communication often accompanied by large conformational changes [1, 2] . There is a considerable interest in predicting the amino acids involved in this communication, or "allosteric pathway", from structure or sequence data [3, 4] , since they can be used as targets for drug design [5] . Yet, understanding the physical principles underlying such action at a distance in proteins remains a challenge [6, 7] . From a thermodynamic standpoint, two distinct views have been proposed. In the induced fit scenario, exemplified by the Koshland-Némethy-Filmer (KNF) model [8] , the protein essentially lies in one single state. The latter changes as binding occurs, leading to a conformational change. In an energy landscape picture such as that of Fig.1B , it corresponds to a displacement of the energy minimum upon binding. By contrast, in the population shift model, exemplified by the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model [9] , two states are always present. Their relative stability can change sign upon binding, leading to an average conformational change. Although each of these models presumably applies to various proteins, they do not specify which designs allow for efficient action at a distance, and how robust these designs are to mutations [10] .
In several proteins -see below for a systematic study -it has been observed that the allosteric response induced by binding occurs predominantly along one or few vibrational modes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This result supports that in at least some proteins elasticity -possibly non-linear -is an appropriate language to describe allostery (in contrast to intrinsically disordered proteins that may be considered more as liquids than solids, for which the analysis proposed here would not hold). Very recently, there has been a considerable effort to use insilico evolution [16, 17] to study how linear elastic materials can evolve to accomplish an allosteric task [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In general, binding a ligand locally distorts the protein, which is modelled by imposing local displacements at some site, generating an extended elastic response that in turn determines fitness (chosen specifically to accomplish a given task). These models fall into the induced fit scenario, since in the framework of linear elasticity there is always a single minimum of energy. A particularly key allosteric function within proteins is the amount of cooperative binding, defined as the change of binding energy of a substrate at the active site caused by binding a ligand at the allosteric site. Materials optimized to display such a cooperativity over long-distances develop a single extended "mechanism" -a soft elastic mode, such as the motion of closing scissors -connecting the two binding sites [21] . It is found that the stiffness k a (i.e. the curvature of the energy) of this mode cannot be too large nor too small for cooperativity to occur, and that optimal design corresponds to k * a ∼ 1/N where N is the number of particles involved in the allosteric response, which grows as the allosteric communication gets more extended. If proteins are nearly optimal, mutations stiffening that mode should thus diminish cooperativity. Yet, these predictions are restricted to strictly linear elasticity, an approximation that presumably does not hold in the regime where most protein operate -certainly not in the population shift scenario.
In this work, we show that the population shift and the induced fit models are very different from a mechanical perspective. In the former case as well, function can be achieved by developing a mechanism or soft elastic mode, but cooperativity, instead of steadily decreasing, saturates to a constant value once the mode stiffness passes some characteristic value k * a ∼ 1/N . We confirm this prediction in a non-linear elastic model of allostery. This result implies that cooperativity is more robust towards mutations increasing stiffness in the population shift scenario. Yet, displaying a stiffness much larger than k * a implies a very long transition time between the two states, and is presumably prohibited, suggesting the hypothesis that allosteric proteins function with modes presenting a stiffness near the characteristic value k * a in both cases. We test this proposition systematically using Xray crystallographic data of 34 allosteric proteins. We first confirm that one or a few vibrational modes contribute to the allosteric response, and introduce a new observable establishing that this response presents unusually extended regions of large shear, as found previously in three proteins [27] . Next we confirm that the characteristic mode stiffness tends to decrease with the propagation length as we expect. Finally, we suggest systematic mutational studies to further test how mechanics constrains allostery.
GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF MECHANICAL CONSTRAINTS IN INDUCED FIT ALLOSTERY
As sketched in Fig.1A , a protein with two binding sites can be unbound (labeled "00"), bound to a single ligand (labeled "01" or "10") or doubly bound (labeled "11"). We define by E 00 , E 10 , E 01 , E 11 the energy of the protein in these four situations (corresponding to the minimum energy of their energy landscape), and choose E 00 = 0 as the reference energy. Cooperativity is then defined as:
To simplify notation below, we assume a symmetry between the states 01 and 10, in particular E 10 = E 01 . Our qualitative conclusions below however remain valid even if this symmetry does not hold. Consider a protein displaying cooperativity thanks to the presence of a soft elastic mode. Let us denote by x a variable indicating the motion along that mode (see our numerical model below for a concrete example in the context of a shear design), which varies from zero to unity as the protein undergoes its allosteric response. The energy profile E 00 (x) of the unbound state follows:
where ||δR a || 2 = i=1...N ||δ R i || 2 is the norm of the allosteric response |dR a ≡ {δ R a (i)} and δ R a (i) is the vector displacement of the amino acid i. We expect that if A protein with two binding sites can be unbound "00", bound to a single ligand "01" (or "10") or doubly bound "11". (B) Induced fit scenario. Elastic energy of the unbound state E 00 (x)/ka (in black) re-scaled for visibility by the soft mode stiffness ka, singly bound state E 01 (x)/ka (in blue) and doubly bound state E 11 (x)/ka (in red) as a function of the imposed motion x along its soft mode. E 00 , E 10 and E 11 correspond to the minima of the black, blue and red curves respectively. In this sketch we have assumed that for a motion x 0 , the protein shape can accommodate perfectly both ligands without deforming, thus the three energy profiles are identical at that point. Three cases are sketched, depending on the magnitude of the characteristic stiffness of the mode ka.
this response involves N atoms, ||δR a || 2 is of order N a 2 , where a is the inter-atomic distance. We will confirm empirically the dependence of ||δR a || 2 with N below. k a is the mode stiffness and f (x) some function of order unity such that f (x = 0) = 1. For a purely linear elastic material, f (x) = x 2 /2. More generally for the induced fit scenario, f (x) presents a single minimum, as illustrated in Fig.1B . In [21] it was argued that if linear elasticity applies, then there is an optimal stiffness k * a for cooperativity. We present a geometrical interpretation of this result, which extends it to the induced fit scenario in general, and will be useful to explain why the population shift scenario behaves differently. For concreteness, we assume that after some motion x 0 = 1 along that mode, the protein shape can accommodate perfectly both ligands without deforming. It implies [28] that the energy profile of the bound states E 10 (x) and E 11 (x) satisfy E 10 (x 0 ) = E 11 (x 0 ) = E 00 (x 0 ), as pictured in Fig.1B . However as x departs from x 0 , the protein shape does not match the ligands, imposing an elastic strain at the binding sites leading to an increase of elastic energy in the protein, that will trigger motion along other elastic modes. Assuming that the ligands are rigid and that each binding site involves of order n 0 atoms that move by a distance a as the protein undergoes its allosteric response, we have E 01 (x) − E 00 (x) = n 0 ka 2 (x − x 0 ) 2 where k characterizes the stiffness of inter-atomic interactions and is large in comparison with soft modes, i.e. k k a . E 11 , E 01 can be computed as the minimum of the curves E 11 (x) and E 01 (x) respectively, from which the cooperativity ∆∆E is readily computed. Two extreme cases occur, illustrated in Fig.1B: (i) if k a N n 0 k (case I), as x moves away from x 0 , the elastic energy induced by binding n 0 ka 2 (x − x 0 ) 2 is very significant in comparison to the mode energy E 00 (x) ∼ k a N a 2 f (x). Thus both E 10 (x) and E 11 (x) have a sharp minimum near x 0 , with E 11 ≈ E 10 ≈ k a ||δR a || 2 f (1). Thus ∆∆E = E 10 + E 01 − E 11 ≈ E 10 ≈ k a ||δR a || 2 f (1), which vanishes as k a → 0.
(ii) If k a N n 0 k is very large (case III), n 0 ka 2 (x − x 0 ) 2 is small in comparison to E 00 (x): E 00 (x), E 11 (x) and E 01 (x) are very close to each other, and must thus all present a minimum near x = 0. Thus binding does not trigger motion along the soft mode, whose presence is useless. No extended modes couples the two binding sites and E 11 ≈ E 01 + E 10 , leading to ∆∆E → 0 as k a → ∞.
(iii) Optimal cooperativity is thus found at some intermediary k * a ∼ n 0 k/N , corresponding to case II in Fig.1B . Note that the present argument for an optimal k * a does not require the energy profile f (x) to be an exact parabola, as long as it is monotonically growing in both directions around its minimum.
MECHANICAL ASPECTS OF THE
POPULATION SHIFT MODEL
MWC model
We recall some aspects of the MWC model. To simplify notation, we consider that the protein displays two symmetric binding sites as illustrated in Fig.1A . The protein is assumed to lie in two possible distinct configurations, "Inactive" (In) and "Active" (Ac). In the absence of binding, we take the energy of the inactive state as our reference (i.e. E In 00 = 0) and denote the energy of the active state E Ac 00 = E 0 . We assume that the active configuration has a well-suited geometry to bind each ligand, thus no elastic energy is spent for binding and E Ac 10 = E Ac 01 = E Ac 11 = E 0 . By contrast, we assume that in the inactive state binding costs some energy ∆E, leading to E In 10 = E In 01 = ∆E and E In 11 = 2∆E. For each binding situation, the configuration (inactive or active) chosen is the one with the smallest energy, e.g. E 01 = min(E In 01 , E Ac 01 ). Computing the cooperativity one finds three different cases:
(i) if E 0 < ∆E, then the binding of one ligand is sufficient to drive the system in the active state, implying E 10 = E 11 = E 0 and ∆∆E = E 0 ;
(ii) if ∆E < E 0 < 2∆E, then the binding of one ligand is not sufficient and two ligands have to bind in order (iii) if E 0 > 2∆E, then ∆∆E = 0 since the system stays in the inactive state even if two ligands are bound. The sketch of this behavior is shown in Fig.2 , illustrating that the maximum cooperativity is found for E 0 = ∆E.
Mechanical consideration on the MWC model
Our observations (see the empirical section below) indicate that a significant fraction of allosteric proteins operate mainly along one normal mode of the elastic energy, supporting the idea that in these cases a favored path connects the inactive and active configurations. We expand the energy (in the absence of ligand) in terms of the motion x along that path (in this two-states case, it is more convenient to chose a coordinate x varying between −1 and +1 as the protein undergoes its allosteric response). We keep the minimal number of non-linear terms that allow to display two states [29] :
where b is a parameter reflecting how the energy profile is tilted towards the inactive state, k a characterizes the stiffness of the mode and ||δR a || 2 is the square norm of the allosteric response. A typical profile following Eq.3 is shown in Fig.3A . We denote by inactive the lowest of the two minima, and active the other one. Note that (i) in the case b = 0, Eq.3 describes two identical minima at x = ±1 of stiffness k a , separated by an energy barrier
where the active state becomes unstable and only a single stable state is left. (iii) At fixed k a , the energy difference between the two states E 0
In what follows we focus on the case b < b c where the population shift model lies. Next, we assume that the active configuration matches the shape of both ligands, so that binding events in that state cost no energy. However, by moving away from the configuration the shapes of the protein and ligands do not match anymore and the protein needs to deform elastically near the binding site. Again assuming that each binding site involves of order n 0 atoms, which move by a distance of order a from the active to the inactive state, we have a binding energy E 10 (x) − E 00 (x) = n 0 ka 2 (x − x Ac ) 2 where x Ac ≈ 1 is the location of the active state along the path. This energy is exemplified by the difference between the blue and black curves in Fig.3A . Thus the binding energy in the inactive state follows ∆E = n 0 ka 2 (x In − x Ac ) 2 ≈ 4n 0 ka 2 , which is independent of the protein size and mode stiffness k a . If the two binding sites are distant enough, the elastic costs of binding will simply add up, E 11 (x) − E 00 (x) = 2n 0 ka 2 (x − x Ac ) 2 as shown in red in Fig.3A .
How the mode stiffness constrains cooperativity
To quantify this constraint we define the maximal cooperativity over all possible tilts b given k a : ∆∆E * ≡ max b {∆∆E(k a , b)}. We find two regimes: (i) If N k a n 0 k, then the elastic costs associated with binding are very large compared to E 0 . Both E 10 (x) and E 11 (x) are peaked close to x Ac , as illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 3B . Thus E 0 < ∆E, implying ∆∆E = E 0 according to Fig. 2 , which is maximized at b = b c leading to ∆∆E = 3 8 k a ||δR a || 2 ∼ k a N a 2 . Thus ∆∆E vanishes linearly at small k a , as illustrated in Fig.3B . This result is qualitatively similar to the induced fit case, for which ∆∆E also vanishes linearly as shown in Fig.1.B. (ii) If N k a n 0 k, then the elastic cost is very small in comparison to E 0 : E 00 (x), E 10 (x) and E 11 (x) are almost identical as illustrated in the right inset of Fig.3B . In that regime, cooperativity is optimized by chosing a small tilt fixing E 0 to ∆E according to Fig. 2 , implying ∆∆E = ∆E ∼ n 0 ka 2 which is independent of k a . This plateau behaviour is represented in Fig. 3B , and appears at k * a ∼ n 0 k/N . This result represents a fundamental difference with the induced fit case, for which a large stiffness destroys cooperativity. Indeed in the induced fit scenario a large stiffness implies that the minimal energy is always found for x ≈ 0 as illustrated in Fig. 1B .III, implying that binding does not move the protein along that mode, which is thus useless. This state of affairs is ultimately a geometric necessity stemming from the fact that the three curves E 00 (x), E 10 (x) and E 11 (x) must be very close to each other in that regime, and each present a single minimum. Consequently the positions of these minima must be very similar in the three cases, leading to x ≈ 0 independently of binding ligands or not. This geometric necessity vanishes as soon at two minima are present.
Note that although ∆∆E asymptotes to a constant for k a k * a , the barrier E b between the inactive and active states grows linearly with k a in that limit. Large barriers would lead to undesirably slow transition rate between states, thus we expect that in practice k a lies reasonably close to k * a .
A mechanical model for population shift allostery
We seek to model that (i) the allosteric response often takes place mainly along a single vibrational mode. (ii) Various architectures can lead to allostery, including the well-known shear [27, 30] or hinge [13] designs and others not falling in these categories [31, 32] . Such a diversity is also found in in silico evolution schemes [21] . Yet, such synthetic architectures always present soft extended regions where most of the strain (i.e. relative motion) is located. Such an observation was made in a few proteins [27] and will be generalized below. For proteins presenting two stable configurations, we expect these regions to present two possible ways of stacking well amino-acids locally.
As an illustration, we consider the shear design in which the protein presents two three-dimensional rigid regions connected by a soft planar layer that can easily deform. The rigid regions consist of harmonic springs of stiffness k, shown in blue in Fig.4A . The soft layer consists of anharmonic springs (shown in red in Fig.4A ), whose energy vs. extension curve is non-linear, chosen to have the same form as Eq.3. These non-linear springs have a characteristic stiffness k w , and present two stable extensions at which they exert no force, whose relative energy is controlled by some bias b w . These stable extensions are chosen such that two states of the protein as a whole, the inactive and active states shown in Fig.4A , present no contact forces by construction, and are thus local minima of the energy. Finally the protein presents two binding sites, at its top and bottom. At each site, binding imposes that the distance between two nodes (indicated by black lines in Fig.4A ) equals the distance it naturally presents in the active state, thus favoring it. The details about the construction of the microscopic model are discussed in Supplementary Information.
We can now numerically compute the energy profile E 00 (x), E 01 (x) and E 11 (x) as a function of the motion along the shear mode x, by imposing a shear displacement (i.e. a value of x) and letting the entire elastic energy of the material relax, except for that mode. The insets of Fig. 4 show our results. The value of the mode stiffness k a can be extracted from fitting Eq.3 to E 00 (x) and measuring the displacement norm ||δR a ||, and can be increased by increasing k w . From E 00 (x) one readily computes the energy difference E 0 between the inactive and active states, which can be increased by monitoring the microscopic bias b w . From the minima of E 00 (x), E 01 (x) and E 11 (x) one readily extracts the binding cost ∆E and ∆∆E. Fig.4B shows ∆∆E for two values of k a , as the energy difference E 0 is increased. For large k a , ∆∆E passes through a maximum ∆∆E * = ∆E, whereas for small k a , ∆∆E is smaller, and its maximum is fixed by the maximal achievable energy difference E 0 . ∆∆E * has a function of k a is shown for different system sizes N in Fig.4C , confirming the presence of two regimes with a cross-over at some k * a ∼ 1/N as shown in Fig.4D , thus confirming our predictions.
EMPIRICAL STUDY OF 34 ALLOSTERIC PROTEINS Allosteric Response
We identify a set of 34 allosteric proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), for which both the active (ligand bound at the allosteric site) and inactive (no ligand bound at the allosteric site) crystalline X-ray structures are available. Their PDB identifiers are taken from [27, 33] and reported in Supplementary Information. The set is diverse in functionality, and includes enzymes (13), G-proteins (10), Kinases (3), response regulators (3), DNA-binding proteins (4) and the Human Serum Albumin. We can thus estimate the allosteric response |dR a as the displacement field between the inactive and active structures (after having aligned them via the software Pymol 2.1.1 [34] ). Here we focus on the motion of the N amino-acids, located by the position of their α-carbon. As an illustration, the allosteric response of a given protein (the elongation factor Tu) is shown in black arrows in Fig. 5A .
From the allosteric response |dR a , one can readily estimate: (i) the magnitude of the displacement ||dR a || 2 . (ii) The fraction of the protein involved in the response. For any displacement field, this fraction is usually estimated via the participation ratio [36] :
(iii) A measure of how much relative displacement takes place around atom i. Following [27] we consider the shear pseudo-energy E sh (i) quantifying the amount of strainessentially a measure of the relative displacement between adjacent atoms -at residue i, whose precise definition is given in Supplementary Information. E sh (i) = 0 indicates that the protein moves as a rigid body near atom i, and by contrast is large where atoms slide rapidly past each other. E sh (i) is shown in color in Fig. 5A for the protein Tu, illustrating that two parts of the protein are rigidly moving (and counter-rotate), while the central region displays significant pseudo-energy E sh (i), which is reminiscent of a hinge design.
Elastic Networks Analysis
To estimate the protein elasticity we use the elastic network models (ENM) [37] , in which harmonic springs of identical stiffness are placed between all N α-carbons laying below a chosen cutoff radius R c ∈ [8 − 12]Å. The dependence of the results on the value of R c are indicated by error bars in Fig. 5B and discussed in Supplementary Information for Fig. 6B . This procedure defines an elastic energy from which the matrix of the second derivatives, i.e. the Hessian matrix H, can be computed. From H, one can readily estimate the stiffness k a of the allosteric response as the curvature of the elastic energy in that direction:
Finally, the eigenvectors of H define the 3N vibrational modes of the protein {|v i } i=1...3N . Following [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , the overalp q i between the allosteric response and mode i characterizes their similarity (q i = 1 implies that there are identical):
Geometry of the allosteric response Fig. 5B reports the maximal overlap q * ≡ max i q i , as a function of the participation ratio P . Our observation indicate that q * is in general large (in half of the case larger than 0.45), supporting further that allostery indeed occurs mainly along one mode [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Interestingly, this effect is stronger when most sites of the protein are involved in the allosteric response (P large).
We now provide systematic data supporting that the allosteric response presents extended regions of large shear energy [27] . More specifically, we argue that while some vibrational modes can present significant shear (e.g. localized modes capturing the motion of dandling loops) and other can be extended (such as plane-wave-like modes), the allosteric response is unique in presenting both aspects, thus revealing a specific design principle. To quantify this effect, we introduce the quantity, that can be defined on any displacement field: log Γ ≡ [γ log 10 (P) + log 10 (||E sh ||)]
where ||E sh || is the total magnitude of the shear energy, i.e. ||E sh || = ( i E sh (i) 2 ) 1/2 . log Γ is large if the displacement is extended and if the shear energy is large. The factor γ characterizes the trade-off between these two features. Here we choose γ = 3.5 reflecting the fact that for vibrational modes, we find that P varies about 3.5 times less in relative terms than ||E sh || as shown in Supplementary Information. Thus for γ = 3.5, the spatial extension and the amount of shear are equally affecting log Γ. Fig. 5C shows log Γ averaged over the 17 proteins with q * > 45% for the allosteric response (yellow line), the mode with maximum overlap (blue line) and the first 75 vibrational modes (having subtracted the one with largest overlap) as function of the mode rank. We find that Γ is typically 160 times larger for the allosteric response than for vibrational modes, a very significant difference underlying the specific geometry of the allosteric response.
Scaling of response stiffness ka with protein size
We can now test our conjecture that the allosteric stiffness k a is close to k * a ∼ 1/N where cooperativity saturates, which implies in particular an anti-correlation between k a and protein size. In our theoretical estimate of k * a , we have assumed that the allosteric response magnitude was linear in the protein size, i.e. ||δR a || 2 ∼ N . The relationship between these two quantities is tested in 34 proteins in Fig.6A . We indeed find a strong correlations between the logarithms of ||δR a || and N (Pearson coefficient r = 0.76). Overall data are consistent with our assumption of proportionality.
Finally, we plot the allosteric response stiffness k a measured according to Eq.S3 in terms of N for all proteins in Fig. 6B . A key finding is the fair anti-correlation between the logarithms of these two quantities (Pearson coefficient r = −0.64), supporting the idea that larger allosteric proteins need to evolve a softer elastic mode to accomplish function, as expected from our analysis.
Conclusions
We have provided systematic evidence that the allosteric response occurs along one soft elastic mode, and we have introduced a novel observable Γ to establish that this response generally displays unusually extended regions of high shear strain. These observations support that for many proteins, elasticity is a useful starting point to describe allostery. We have revisited the two classical thermodynamic models of allostery from this perspective, and provided a detailed study of how the energy profile along the soft mode evolves with binding. We find that induced fit and population shift models qualitatively differ. In the induced fit model, there is an optimal stiffness k * a ∼ 1/N associated to that mode beyond which the cooperative binding energy eventually decreases to zero. The population shift model is more robust to mutations affecting stiffness, and k * a ∼ 1/N simply marks a crossover beyond which cooperativity saturates and the transition time between configurations rapidly explodes. We introduced a novel non-linear elastic model for allostery supporting these views. Our key result is that proper function is achieved if proteins evolve an elastic mode whose softness must rapidly decrease with size, a prediction supported by the anti-correlations observed between these quantities.
Systematic mutation scan on one single protein, in which binding assays to measure cooperativity are combined with single molecule experiments or ultrafast laser pulses to estimate the stiffness of the allosteric response, would be extremely useful to test the predicted relationship between these quantities. Molecular dynamics experiments could further test how the energy profile along the soft elastic mode evolves with binding. Elucidating such an interplay between thermodynamics and mechanics in proteins would be valuable in a variety of tasks, including de novo protein design and the discovery of novel allosteric pathways.
We We consider 34 allosteric proteins with both inactive and active X-ray structures available [27, 33] . The Protein Data Bank (PDB) entries of these proteins are listed in Table I ; the number of common residues between the inactive and active structures and the number of chains that we consider are also reported in the table. We remove the first two and last two residues for every structure as they correspond to the fluctuating starting and ending points of the protein chain.
Elastic network model
From the X-ray structures we compute the Hessian matrix H using the anisotropic network model introduced in [37] . We consider the positions of residues by looking only at alpha-carbon C α atoms; R i for alpha-carbon i. The model assumes a harmonic interaction between two residues at distance smaller than a cutoff distance R c ,
where k is the spring constant (fixed to unity), l ij = ||R i − R j || is the distance between residues i and j, and l 0 ij < R c is the distance at equilibrium. Building the Hessian is then straightforward by taking second derivatives of the potential V ij with respect to the coordinates of residues and evaluated at equilibrium l ij = l 0 ij ,
where µ, ν = 1, 2, 3 label the spatial dimension of the atoms.
The definition of a cutoff distance is an empirical fitting parameter. In practice, we computed Hessian matrices at nine cutoff values equi-distributed in the range [8 − 12] A. We define the stiffness of the allosteric response |dR a as k * a = dR a |H|dR a dR a |dR a .
This quantity changes systematically with R c as shown in Fig.S1A : by increasing R c , k * a also increases, which leads to all points in Fig. S1B moving together in the same direction when changing R c . In the main text we reported the mean value of k * a over the nine choices of R c , and in Fig. S1B we show the range of variability of k * a when R c ∈ [8 − 12]Å.
Computing the local strain tensor in a protein
In a continuous medium, a motion maps a point X in the reference configuration to a new point x in the current configuration, the strain tensor of the motion can thus be computed as
where a, b labels the spatial dimension. In a discrete medium like proteins which are a collection of atoms (or residues as we consider), computing the partial derivative ↔ Λ = ∂ x/∂ X at residue i is not straightforward. Ideally, for any neighboring residue j close enough in space
where ∆ X ij = R i0 − R j0 and ∆ x ij = R i − R j in our setting, where R i is the position of residue i taken from the X-ray structure. We have n b number of such equations for ↔ Λ i when n b neighbors are considered. So ↔ Λ i are usually over-determined when we consider all neighbors below a certain cutoff distance R c (we choose R c1 = 8.5 A for first nearest neighbors and R c2 = 10.5Å for second nearest neighbors). Instead of solving Eq. (S5), we define a mean squared error function [38] 
where we have kept a weight function w j (i) of node j contribution to i in general. Specifically, we set as in [27] w j (i) = 1 for all nearest neighbors to i (R ij < R c1 ),
otherwise. By minimizing the mean squared error with respect to
and
where ↔ δ is the identity tensor. The shear pseudo-energy [27] , a vector field whose components contain a measure of the relative motion of each residue, can be defined from the strain tensor 
Empirical definition of Γ
In the main text we introduced the observable Γ combining information on the participation ratio (P) and the amount of shear pseudo-energy (||E sh ||) in a given mode as log Γ ≡ [γ log 10 (P) + log 10 (||E sh ||)]
(S9) with γ = 3.5. In Fig. S2 .A we show the range of values of participation ratio (dashed line) compared with the one of shear pseudo-energy (continuous line).
The measured relative variation from the two curves is γ * 3.46 and we choose γ = 3.5 in the definition of Γ. Fig. S2 .B is an alternative way of representing the result discussed in the main text. We consider a scatter plot of log Γ and participation ratio for the three quantities considered (modes with maximum overlap, other modes and allosteric response) and we see that the allosteric response although displaying a large participation ratio it has also a large Γ, meaning that it involves also a considerable amount of shear.
B. MICROSCOPIC MODEL
To construct a microscopic model with two global minima that correspond to the "Inactive" (In) and "Active" (Ac) states, we need to impose that all nonlinear springs to stay exactly at one of their minimum when the network is in either In or Ac state. This can be achieved by having each nonlinear spring α following a quartic potential,
where x α = l α /a, with l α the distance of two particles connected by the interaction α and a a parameter capturing the typical local deformation of adjacent particles between In and Ac states. The above compromise can thus be satisfied by choosing the right prefactors p α 0 to p α 4 Given a nonlinear spring in the In and Ac states with rest length, respectively, x In and x Ac , the springs are in a local minimum, if (i)
and (ii) same for x In . Only the relative value of energy is important, (iii) we can set all p α 0 to zero. (iv) We assume the stiffnesses of the nonlinear springs to be the same,
where k w is the parameter capturing the stiffness of nonlinear interactions that has a unit of spring stiffness. (v) Finally, we define
where b w is a parameter capturing the energy difference between the Ac and In states. We now have five equations (i-v) for the five parameters (p α 0 to p α 4 ) for each of the nonlinear spring α. Hence, we can define the quartic potentials for all nonlinear springs.
Specifically, we consider an elastic network embedded in a Face-Centered-Cubic (FCC) lattice in three dimensions (3D) as shown in Fig. S3-A,B . The In and Ac states are connected by a shear mode, which is enabled by rotations of two rigid blocks on the left and right against each other, as shown in Fig. S3 -C. Such a model can be realized by having harmonic springs with spring stiffness k in the two rigid blocks and the nonlinear springs k w k at the boundary of the two. The elastic energy of a linear (strong) spring α is then
where l 0 is the rest length of particle separation on the lattice. While, the energy of a nonlinear (weak) spring E α w obeys Eq. (S10) with parameters solved by the particle distances in two states. The total energy of the system is then obtained by summing the energies over all two kinds of springs,
(S15) Table with the X-ray structures (PDB identifier) used in the analysis. The number of the common residues and of the considered chains are also reported, along with the participation ratio of the allosteric response and the maximal overlap found between the allosteric response and the normal modes. The PDB identifiers are taken from [33] and [27] (asterisk). 
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